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Abstract
We introduce subclasses of exact categories in terms of admissible intersections or ad-
missible sums or both at the same time. These categories are recently studied by Bru¨stle,
Hassoun, Shah, Tattar and Wegner to give a characterisation of quasi-abelian categories in
[HSW20] and a characterisation of abelian categories in [BHT20]. We also generalise the
Schur lemma to the context of exact categories.
1 INTRODUCTION
The Schur lemma is an elementary but extremely useful statement in representation theory
of groups and algebras.
The lemma is named after Issai Schur who used it to prove orthogonality relations and
develop the basics of the representation theory of finite groups. Schur’s lemma admits gen-
eralisations to Lie groups and Lie algebras, the most common of which is due to Jacques
Dixmier.
The Schur Lemma appears also in the study of stability conditions: when an abelian cate-
gory A is equipped with a stability condition, then every endomorphism of a stable object
is either the zero morphism or is an isomorphism, see [Ru97, BST]. More generally, for
E1, E2 ∈ A two stable objects of the same slope φ(E1) = φ(E2), any morphism from E1 to
E2 is either the zero morphism or is an isomorphism. Bridgeland, in his seminal work on
stability conditions on triangulated categories [Br07], identifies the need to define a notion of
stability on quasi-abelian categories, equipped with the exact structure of strict morphisms.
This motivates the study of the Schur Lemma in the context of exact categories.
Exact categories generalise the abelian categories, namely additive categories with a choice
of a Quillen exact structure [Qu73] which is given by a class of short exact sequences, called
admissible pairs of morphisms, satisfying Quillen’s axioms.
The notion of abelian category is an abstraction of basic properties of the category Ab of
abelian groups, more generally of the category Mod(R) of modules over some ring R. So it
is not difficult to check that what holds for these categories generalise also to the abelian
context.
In [Ba06], Baumslag gave a short proof of the Jordan–Ho¨lder theorem for groups by inter-
secting the terms in one subnormal series with those in the other series. The Schur lemma
and classical isomorphism theorems for categories of modules play a crucial role in the proof.
Our motivation is to generalise Baumslag’s idea, so we first generalise the Schur lemma to
the context of exact categories and it turns out that the new version holds for any exact
structure:
Proposition 1.1 (Proposition 3.5). (The E-Schur lemma) Let X Y◦f be an ad-
missible non-zero morphism, that is, f can be factored as an admissible epic followed by an
admissible monic. Then, the following hold
• if X is E−simple, then f is an admissible monic,
• if Y is E−simple, then f is an admissible epic.
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Secondly, we study the notions of abelian intersections and sum, aiming at a general-
isation. The abelian intersection, which exists and is well defined in a pre-abelian exact
category, is not necessarily an admissible subobject. So we introduce the following exact
categories which are quasi-n.i.c.e. in the sense that they are necessarily intersection closed
exact categories that do not necessarly admit admissible sums, and which we call A.I since
they admit Admissible Intersections:
Definition 1.2 (4.3). An exact category (A, E) is called an AI-category if A is a pre-abelian
additive category satisfying the following additional axiom:
(AI) The pull-back A of two admissible monics j : C  D and g : B  D exists and yields
two admissible monics i and f .
A B
C D
i
f g
j
y
Inspired by the abelian sum, we also introduce exact categories satisfying the admissible
sum property, that we call A.S exact categories, since they admit Admissible Sums:
Definition 1.3 (4.4). An exact category (A, E) is called an AS-category if it satisfies the
following additional axiom:
(AS) The morphism u in the diagram below, given by the universal property of the push-out
E of i and f , is an admissible monic.
A B
C E
D
i
f l
g
k
j
p
u
Combining these two new notions, we introduce a special sub-class of the AI exact
categories, that we call A.I.S exact categories, since they admit Admissible Intersections
and Sums. These categories were called nice exact categories in a previous version of this
work:
Definition 1.4 (4.5). An exact category (A, E) is an AIS-category or a nice or if it satisfies
the (AIS) axiom which is defined by both the (AI) and the (AS) axioms at the same time.
These categories were recently studied by the first author, Thomas Bru¨stle, Amit Shah,
Aran Tattar and Sven-Ake Wegner and we obtained the following characterisations:
Theorem 1.5. [HSW20, Theorem 6.1] A category (A, Emax) is quasi-abelian if and only if
it is an AI-category.
Theorem 1.6. [BHT20, Theorem 4.22] An exact category (A, E) is an AIS-category if and
only if A is abelian and E = Eall.
These results make us conclude that the pull-back and push-out notions of unique inter-
section and sum do not always apply to all exact categories. This motivates the study of
general admissible intersection and sum in [BHT20, Section 5], where we introduce ([BHT20,
Definition 5.5]) a notion of intersection and sum that works for all exact categories, and us-
ing this we study the Jordan-Ho¨lder exact categories [BHT20, Theorem 5.11, 6.8, 6.13].
Finally, we reprove the classical isomorphism theorems from module theory using exact
categorical arguments and we apply it all in the last section, where we fix an abelian cate-
gory A with its maximal exact structure Eall given by the class of all short exact sequences
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and follow Baumslag’s ideas to obtain a proof of the Jordan-Ho¨lder theorem for abelian
categories using the language of exact structures. This proof is different than the abelian
proof studied in [Pa70, Section 4.5, page 174].
Note that, parallel to our work, Enomoto studies the Schur lemma in [E20] from the view-
point of semibricks and wide subcategories.
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and Haruhisa Enomoto for interesting discussions.
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2 Background
In this section we recall from [GR92, Bu¨10] the definition of Quillen exact structures and
the definition of a pre-abelian additive category.
Definition 2.1. Let A be an additive category. A kernel-cokernel pair (i, d) in A is a
pair of composable morphims such that i is kernel of d and d is cokernel of i. If a class
E of kernel-cokernel pairs on A is fixed, an admissible monic is a morphism i for which
there exist a morphism d such that (i, d) ∈ E . An admissible epic is defined dually. Note
that admissible monics and admissible epics are referred to as inflation and deflation in
[GR92], respectively. We depict an admissible monic by // // and an admissible epic
by // // . An exact structure E on A is a class of kernel-cokernel pairs (i, d) in A which
is closed under isomorphisms and satisfies the following axioms:
(A0) For all objets A ∈ ObjA the identity 1A is an admissible monic
(A0)op For all objets A ∈ ObjA the identity 1A is an admissible epic
(A1) the class of admissible monics is closed under composition
(A1)op the class of admissible epics is closed under composition
(A2) The push-out of an admissible monic i : A // // B along an arbitrary morphism
f : A→ C exists and yields an admissible monic j:
A
f

// i //
PO
B
g

C //
j // D
(A2)op The pull-back of an admissible epic h along an arbitrary morphism g exists and yields
an admissible epic k
A
f

k // //
PB
B
g

C
h // // D
An exact category is a pair (A, E) consisting of an additive category A and an exact structure
E on A. The pairs (i, d) forming the class E are called admissible short exact sequences, or
just admissible sequences.
Definition 2.2. [Bu¨10, Definition 8.1] A morphism f : A → B in an exact category is
called admissible if it factors as a composition of an admissible monic with an admissible
epic. Admissible morphisms will sometimes be displayed as
A B◦
f
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in diagrams, and the classes of admissible arrows of A will be denoted as HomadA (−,−).
Proposition 2.3. [Bu¨10, Proposition 2.16] Suppose that i : A → B is a morphism in
A admitting a cokernel. If there exists a morphism j : B → C such that the composite
j ◦ i : A // // C si an admissible monic, then i si an admissible monic.
Definition 2.4. An additive category A is pre-abelian if it has kernels and cokernels.
Example 2.5. An additive category A is abelian if it is pre-abelian and all morphisms are
strict. So abelian categories are an example of pre-abelian additive categories where every
morphism is admissible.
3 The E-Schur lemma
In this section we generalise the abelian Shur lemma to the context of exact categories.
Definition 3.1. [BHLR18, Definition 3.1] Let A and B be objects of an exact category
(A, E). If there is an admissible monic i : A  B we say the pair (A, i) is an admissible
subobject or E−subobject of B. Often we will refer to the pair (A, i) by the object A and
write A⊂EB. If i is not an isomorphism, we use the notation A(EB and if, in addition,
A 6∼= 0 we say that (A, i) is a proper admissible subobject of B.
Definition 3.2. [BHLR18, Definition 3.3] A non-zero object S in (A, E) is E−simple if S
admits no E−subobjects except 0 and S, that is, whenever A ⊂E S, then A is the zero object
or isomorphic to S.
Remark 3.3. Let A be an E−subobject of B given by the monic A // i // B. We denote
by B/iA (or simply B/A when i is clear from the context) the Cokernel of i, thus we denote
the corresponding admissible sequence as
A // i // B // // B/A.
Remark 3.4. An admissible monic A // i // B is relatively proper precisely when its
cokernel is non-zero. In fact, by uniqueness of kernels and cokernels, the exact sequence
B //
1B // B // // 0
is, up to isomorphism, the only one with zero cokernel. Thus an admissible monic i has
Coker(i) = 0 precisely when i is an isomorphism. Dually, an admissible epic B
d // // C is
an isomorphism precisely when Ker (d) = 0. In particular a morphism which is at the same
time an admissible monic and epic is an isomorphism.
Note that a subobject is proper means all admissible monics are proper.
Lemma 3.5. (The E-Schur lemma) Let X Y◦f be an admissible non-zero mor-
phism.
• if X is E−simple, then f is an admissible monic,
• if Y is E−simple, then f is an admissible epic.
Proof. Let
X
f
  
e

S // m // Y
be the factorisation of f as a composition of an admissible epic e with an admissible
monic m.
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• if X is E−simple then either Ker (e) = X or Ker (e) = 0, but in the first case e = 0
and so f = 0, contradicting the assumption f 6= 0. Hence Ker(e) = 0, and by Remark
3.4, e ∼= 1X and f ∼= m and therefore f is an admissible monic.
• If Y is E−simple, then the E−subobject S is either zero or equal to Y , but in case
S = 0, e = 0, we get f = m ◦ e = 0 which contradicts f 6= 0. Therefore S = Y and
m : Y // // Y is an admissible monic with zero cokernel. By Remark 3.4, m ∼= 1Y ,
and f ∼= e, which means that f is an admissible epic.
Corollary 3.6. Let S be an E−simple object, then the non-zero admissible endomorphisms
S S◦
f
form the group Aut(S) of automorphisms of S.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.5 that any non-zero admissible morphism S S◦
f
is
an admissible monic and an admissible epic, thus f is an isomorphism.
Conversely, every isomorphism is admissible, so we get the group of automorphisms of S
which is closed under composition by (A2) or (A2)op.
Remark 3.7. The classical Schur lemma on abelian categories states that the endomor-
phism ring of a simple object is a division ring. We show in Corollary 3.6 that any non-zero
admissible endomorphism of an E−simple object is invertible, but it is not true in general
that the set of admissible endomorphisms forms a ring. In fact, the composition of admissi-
ble morphisms need not be admissible, (see [Bu¨10, Remark 8.3]), nor is it true for sums of
admissible morphisms, as we discuss in [BHT20].
4 AI, AS and AIS-CATEGORIES
Let us first recall the definitions of intersection and sum of subobjects for abelian categories
in general as mentioned in [G62, section 5] or as defined in [Po73, Definition 2.6 ]:
Definition 4.1. Let (X1, i1), (X2, i2) be two subobjects of an object X in an abelian
category, that is, we consider monics i1 : X1 → X and i2 : X2 → X. We denote by
X1+XX2 (or simply X1 +X2 when there is no possibility of confusion) the sum of X1 and
X2, which is defined as the image Im (s) of the morphism
s = [i1 i2] : X1 ⊕X2 → X.
Definition 4.2. Let (X1, i1), (X2, i2) be two subobjects of an object X in an abelian
category. We denote by X1∩XX2 (or simply X1∩X2) the intersection of X1 and X2, defined
as the kernel Ker (t) of the morphism
t =
[
d1
d2
]
: X → Y1 ⊕ Y2
where d1 : X → Y1 and d2 : X → Y2 are the cokernels of the monics i1 and i2, respectively.
Note that this intersection, which exists and is well defined in a pre-abelian exact cat-
egory, is not necessarily an admissible subobject. So let us introduce the following exact
categories which are quasi-n.i.c.e. in the sense that they are necessarily intersection closed
exact categories that does not necessarly admit admissible sums, and which we call A.I
since they admit Admissible Intersections:
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Definition 4.3. An exact category (A, E) is called an AI-category if A is pre-abelian addi-
tive category satisfying the following additional axiom:
(AI) The pull-back A of two admissible monics j : C  D and g : B  D exists and yields
two admissible monics i and f .
A B
C D
i
f g
j
y
Let us aslo introduce exact categories satisfying the admissible sum propertys, that we
call A.S exact categories, since they admit Admissible Sums:
Definition 4.4. An exact category (A, E) is called an AS-category if it satisfies the following
additional axiom:
(AS) The morphism u in the diagram below, given by the universal property of the push-out
E of i and f , is an admissible monic.
A B
C E
D
i
f l
g
k
j
p
u
Let us now introduce a special sub-class of the AI exact categories, that we call A.I.S
exact categories, since they admit Admissible Intersections and Sums. These categories
were called nice exact categories in a previous version of this work:
Definition 4.5. An exact category (A, E) is an AIS-category or a nice or if it satisfies the
following additional axiom:
(AIS) The pull-back of two admissible monics j : C // // D and g : B // // D exists
and yields two admissible monics i and f :
A
f

// i //
PB
B
g

C //
j // D
and moreover, the push-out along these pull-backs yields an admissible monic u1:
PB

f

// i //
PO
B

l


g

C ((
j
((
// k // PO !!
u
!!
D.
Now let us define relative notions of intersection and sum:
1The existence of u is given by the universal property of the push-out.
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Definition 4.6. Let (X1, i1), (X2, i2) be two E-subobjects of an object X. We define their
intersection X1∩XX2, to be the pullback
X1∩XX2 X1
X2 X.
y
s1
s2 i1
i2
We then define their sum, X1+XX2, to be the pushout
X1∩XX2 X1
X2 X1+XX2.
s1
s2 j1
j2
p
Remark 4.7. Assume (A, E) is an AIS-category, then these intersection and sum are well-
defined and admissible for any two admissible subobjects.
Remark 4.8. Let (X1, i1), (X2, i2) and (Y, j) be E-subobjects of an object X. Then
i) X1 ∩X X1 = X1 = X1 +X X1.
ii) If X1+XX2 = 0A then X1 = X2 = 0A.
Remark 4.9. Equivalently, for two E-subobjects (X1, i1), (X2, i2) of an object X we have
X1∩XX2 = Ker
(
X1 ⊕X2 X[i1−i2]
)
and
X1+XX2 = Coker
(
X1 ∩X X2 X1 ⊕X2[s1−s2]
t
)
.
Thus, as the direct sum is an associative operation, so are the sum and intersection opera-
tions. Moreover, the direct sum is commutative up to isomorphism, and so are the sum and
intersection.
Now let us show how this definition generalises the abelian versions from Definitions 4.1
and 4.2:
Proposition 4.10. Let (A, Eall) be an abelian exact category and let (X1, i1) and (X2, i2)
be two E-subobjects of an object X. Then Ker t forms the pull-back of (X, i1, i2), where
t =
[
d1
d2
]
: X → X/X1 ⊕X/X2
is given by the cokernels d1, d2 of i1, i2 as in Definition 4.2.
Proof. Let us consider the following diagram
Ker t X1
X2 X X/X2
X/X1 X/X1 ⊕X/X2
k1
k2
i i1
i2
d2
d1
t
where i1 ◦ k1 = i and i2 ◦ k2 = i.
Assume now one has an object V and two morphisms v1, v2 such that i1 ◦ v1 = i2 ◦ v2:
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VKer t X1
X2 X X/X2
X/X1 X/X1 ⊕X/X2
v1
v2
v
k1
k2
i i1
i2
d2
d1
t
Since t ◦ i1 ◦ v1 =
[
d1
d2
]
◦ i1 ◦ v1 =
[
d1◦i1◦v1
d2◦i1◦v1
]
=
[
0
d2◦i2◦v2
]
= 0, by the universal property
of the kernel there exists a unique morphism v such that i1 ◦ v1 = i ◦ v = i1 ◦ k2 ◦ v. Since
i1 is mono, we conclude v1 = k2 ◦ v.
By symmetry we also have that there exists a unique morphism v such that v2 = k1 ◦ v.
We conclude that (Ker t, k1, k2) is the pull-back of (X, i1, i2).
Proposition 4.11. Let (A, Eall) be an abelian exact category and let (X1, i1) and (X2, i2)
be two E-subobjects of an object X. Then Im s forms the push-out of (X1∩XX2, s1, s2)
where s is as in Definition 4.1 and s1 and s2 are given by the pull-back as in Definition 4.6.
Proof. In the abelian case, the pull-back along (X, i1, i2) is the kernel of [i1 i2] :
Ker [ i1 i2 ] X1 ⊕X2 X
Coker
[ s1
−s2
]
[ s1
−s2
]
[ i1 i2 ]
[ j1 j2 ]
Consider the pull-back diagram defining (X1∩XX2) = Ker [ i1 i2 ]
X1∩XX2 X1
X2 X
y
s1
s2 i1
i2
and the push-out along (s1, s2) :
X1∩XX2 X1
X2 X1+XX2 = Coker
[ s1
−s2
]
.
s1
s2 j1
j2
p
The push-out X1+XX2 is Coker(Ker (s)) = Coim (s). And since Coim (s) ∼= Im (s) in
an abelian category, we conclude that Im (s) coincides with the general admissible sum in a
nice category.
Corollary 4.12. Let A be an abelian category. Then (A, Eall) is an AIS-category.
Proof. This follows directly from Propositions 4.10 and 4.11.
Now we give some properties of the intersection and the sum of E−subobjects of an
object:
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Lemma 4.13. Let X,Y and Y ′ be E−subobjects of an object Z in an AI-category. If there
exists an admissible monic
i : Y // // Y ′
then there exists an admissible monic
X∩ZY // // X∩ZY ′.
Proof. By definition we have the two following pull-back diagrams
X∩ZY // f //
g

Y
h

X //
k
// Z
and
X∩ZY ′ // f
′
//

g′

Y ′
h′

X //
k
// Z
where h′ ◦ i = h.
So we have a monic i ◦ f = l that commutes the following diagram
X∩ZY // l //
g

Y ′
h′

X //
k
// Z
By the universal property of the pull-back, there exist a morphism
r : X∩ZY → X∩ZY ′.
such that f ′ ◦ r = l and g′ ◦ r = g.
Since l is an admissible monic, and the cokernel of r exists, then the obscure axiom 2.3
implies that the morphism r is also an admissible monic.
Lemma 4.14. Let X,Y and Y ′ be E−subobjects of an object Z in an AS-category. If there
exists an admissible monic
i : Y // // Y ′
then there exists an admissible monic
Y+ZX // // Y
′+ZX
when these sums exists.
Proof. By definition we have the two following push-out diagram
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X∩ZY

g

// f //
PO
Y

d


l′

X **
e′
**
// e // Y+ZX%%
r′
%%
Y ′+ZX
where d′ ◦ i = l′, and by the universal property of the push-out, there exists a unique
morphism
r′ : Y+ZX → Y ′+ZX.
such that r′ ◦ e = e′ and r′ ◦ d = d′. The unique two admissible monics
u : Y+ZX // // Z
u′ : Y ′+ZX // // Z
such that u′ ◦ r′ = u are admissibles by the (AS) axiom, and since u is an admissible monic
and the cokernel of r′ exists, then the obscure axiom 2.3 implies that the morphism r′ is
also an admissible monic.
Proposition 4.15. Let (X1, i1), (X2, i2) be two E-subobjects of an object X in an AIS-
category, then X1∩XX2 = X1∩(X1+XX2)X2.
Proof. Using the equivalent assertions of [Bu¨10, Proposition 2.12].
Definition 4.16. An additive functor F : A → B is called exact if for every kernel-cokernel
pair (i, d) in A, we have that (Fi, Fd) is a kernel-cokernel pair in B. An additive functor
F : (A, E)→ (B, E ′) is called E-exact if F (E) ⊆ E ′.
Remark 4.17. In particular, exact functors preserve kernels and cokernels and therefore
preserve intersections and sums.
5 ISOMORPHISM THEOREMS
In this section (A, E) is an AIS-category.
We will recall the existence of some special admissible short exact sequences, which will play
an important role in the proof of the Jordan-Ho¨lder property.
Lemma 5.1. Let X, and Y ′ // // Y ′′ be three E−subobjects of an object Z. Then
there exists an admissible short exact sequence
(Y ′+ZX)/X // // (Y
′′+ZX)/X // // (Y
′′+ZX)/(Y
′+ZX)
Proof. The admissible monic that exists by 4.14 fit into the commutative diagram below,
where the arrow on the right exists by the universal property of a Cokernel, then by the
dual of [Bu¨10, Proposition 2.12] the right square is bicartesian, and by (A2) (or by [Bu¨10,
Proposition 2.15]) the morphism
Y ′+ZX/X //
c // Y ′′+ZX/X
is also an admissible monic.
Since the first two horizontal rows and the middle column are short exact, then by the
Noether Isomorphism for exact categories [Bu¨10, Lemma 3.5] the third columnn is a well
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defined admissible short exact sequence, and is uniquely determined by the requirement that
it makes the diagram commutative. Moreover, the upper right hand square is bicartesian;
0

0

0 // X // // Y ′+ZX

// // (Y ′+ZX)/X

//

0
0 // X // // Y ′′+ZX // //

(Y ′′+ZX)/X //

0
(Y ′′+ZX)/(Y ′+ZX) //

(Y ′′+ZX)/(Y ′+ZX)

0 0
In particular (Y ′′+ZX)/(Y ′+ZX) is the admissible Cokernel of the admissible monic
c.
Lemma 5.2. (The E−second isomorphism theorem) Let X, and Y ′ // // Y ′′ be
three E−subobjects of an object Z. The following is an admissible short exact sequence
Y ′∩ZX // // Y ′ // // (Y ′+ZX)/X
Proof. We consider the following push-out diagram
Y ′∩ZX
f

// g //
PO
Y ′
f ′

X //
g′ // Y ′+ZX
and by [Bu¨10, Proposition 2.12] this square is part of the diagram
Y ′∩ZX
f

// g //
PO
Y ′
f ′

c // // Y ′/(Y ′∩ZX)
X //
g′ // Y ′+ZX
c′ // // (Y ′+ZX)/X.
Proposition 5.3. Let X, and Y ′ // // Y ′′ be three E−subobjects of an object Z. There
exists an admissible short exact sequence
(Y ′′∩ZL)/(Y ′∩ZL) // // (Y ′′/Y ′) // // (Y ′′+ZX)/(Y ′+ZX).
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram below in which the three colomus are admissibles
short exact sequences by 5.1 and 3.3. In addition the first two rows are admissibles short
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exact sequences by 5.2, then the 3×3-lemma for exact categories [Bu¨10, Corollary 3.6] implies
the existence of the commutative diagram of admissible short exact sequences
0 // Y ′∩ZX

// // Y ′

// // (Y ′ +X)/X

// 0
0 // Y ′′∩ZX

// // Y ′′

// // (Y ′′ +Z X)/X

// 0
0 // (Y ′∩ZX)/(Y ′∩ZX) // // Y ′′/Y ′ // // (Y ′′ +Z X)/(Y ′ +Z X) // 0
and in particular the third row is an admissible short exact sequence.
6 THE JORDAN-HO¨LDER PROPERTY
In [Ba06], Baumslag gives a short proof of the Jordan–Ho¨lder theorem, for groups, by inter-
secting the terms in one subnormal series with those in the other series.
In this section we write Baumslag proof of the Jordan-Ho¨lder theorem for abelian categories
in the language of exact category (A, E).
We repeat [Ba06] steps by using the admissible morphisms of the maximal exact structure of
the abelian category. Our proof use only exact category theoretic arguments, in particular
the Schur lemma for exact categories 3.5.
Definition 6.1. An E−composition series for an object X of A is a sequence
0 = X0 //
i0 // X1 //
i1 // · · · // in−2 // Xn−1 //
in−1 // Xn = X (1)
where all il are proper admissible monics with E−simple cokernel.
Theorem 6.2. (Jordan-Ho¨lder theorem) Let (A, E) be an AIS-category. Any two
E−composition series for a finite object X of A
0 = X0 //
i0 // X1 //
i1 // · · · // im−2 // Xm−1 //
im−1 // Xm = X
and
0 = X ′0 //
i′0 // X ′1 //
i′1 // · · · //
i′n−2 // X ′n−1 //
i′n−1 // X ′n = X
are equivalent, that is, they have the same length and the same composition factors, up
to permutation and isomorphism.
Proof. By induction on m. If m = 0, then X = 0 and n = 0. If m = 1, then M is E−simple:
the only E−composition series is 0 // // M , and so n = 1. If m  1, we consider the
sequence on E−subobjects of X:
0 // // X ′1∩XXm−1 // // · · · // // X ′n−1∩XXm−1 // // Xm−1 =
Xm−1 // // X ′1+XXm−1 // // · · · // // X ′n−1+XXm−1 // // X.
Since the Cokernels X/Xm−1 = Xm/Xm−1 are E−simples, there exists a unique 0 6 k  n
such that
Xm−1 = X
′
1+XXm−1 = · · ·X ′k+XXm−1(EX ′k+1+XXm−1 · · · = X ′n−1+XXm−1 = X.
By 5.3, there exists for each 0 6 l  n an admissible short exact sequence
0→ (X ′l+1∩ZXm−1)/(X ′l∩XXm−1) // // (X ′l+1/X ′k)
12
// // (X ′l+1+ZXm−1)/(X
′
l+XXm−1)→ 0.
In particular the middle term of this sequence is an E−simple object. By the E−Schur
lemma 3.5, the admissible monic (respectively the admissible epic) of this sequence is either
the zero morphism, or an isomorphism. For l = k, we have
Xm/Xm−1 w (X ′k+1+XXm−1)/(X ′k+XXm−1) w (X ′k+1/X ′k)
and then by 3.4 we have X ′k+1∩ZXm−1 w X ′k∩XXm−1. While for l 6= k we have
(X ′l+1∩ZXm−1)/(X ′l∩XXm−1) w (X ′l+1/X ′k)
which means thatX ′l+1∩XXm−1 6= X ′l∩XXm−1 andX ′l+1∩XXm−1/X ′l∩XXm−1 is an E−simple
object. This shows that the sequence
0 (EX
′
1∩XXm−1(E · · ·X ′k∩XXm−1 = X ′k+1∩XXm−1 · · ·(E X ′n−1∩XXm−1(EXm−1
is a composition series of Xm−1 of length n−1. By the recurrence hypothesis m−1 = n−1,
and so m = n and there exists a bijection
σ : {0, 1, ..., k − 1, k + 1, ..., n− 1} → {0, 1, ...,m− 1}
such that X ′l+1/X
′
l w Xσ(k)+1/Xσ(k) for l 6= k, and by taking σ(i) = m− 1.
Remark 6.3. More generally, for a fixed additive category A, one may choose an exact
structure E on A from the lattice of exact structures Ex(A) (introduced in [BHLR18, Section
5] and recentely studied in [FG20] and [BBH]) and consider the E−Jordan-Ho¨lder property.
Then the exact category (A, E) may not necessarly satisfy the E−Jordan-Ho¨lder property
(see [BHLR18, Example 6.9], [E19] and [BHT20, Examples 5.3, 5.12] for counter-examples)
and characterisations of Jordan-Ho¨lder exact categories has appeared in both [E19] and in
[BHT20].
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